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surgical consultant to joseph smith
leroy

S

wirthlin

one of the more touching episodes in the life of joseph smith
was his bout with a serious illness as a young boy when the smith
family lived in lebanon new hampshire from 1811 through 1813
his mother lucy mack smith described a long siege of typhus and
vividly recalled a serious operation performed in their home on
joseph s leg for a bone infection osteomyelitis 1 the operation
originally recommended by the council of surgeons was an amputation that both the boy and the mother refused one develops
great sympathy for the young man beset by country physicians who
had to be dissuaded from amputating his leg there follow the
details of a seemingly gruesome operation performed at home without benefit of anesthesia or aseptic technique joseph s mother recalled that the bone of the leg was drilled and fragments of the
bone were removed 2 lucy smith s description of the operation is
the first clue that young joseph received unusual surgical care as
the drilling of long bones in the leg was not described or published
in medical literature until a later date the combination of drilling
and removing bony fragments as treatment for osteomyelitis was
suggested in the late 1800s and was finally standardized following
the first world war surgical experience 3 it is most curious that
young joseph would receive such treatment in the early 1800s in
a remote area of new hampshire
there is a second account of joseph s boyhood illness and operation contained in the manuscript history of joseph smith dictated
in 1838
leroy

S

wirthlin

is assistant clinical professor of surgery at

harvard medical school

and assistant surgeon at massachusetts general hospital
lucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and his
progenitors for many generations liverpool published for orson pratt and S W
pp 6266
richards 1853 ap
62 66 dictated in 1845 this manuscript was later revised and
published and is now available as lucy mack smith history of joseph smith salt
lake city bookcraft 1958
smith
mith biographical sketches p 65
abraham 0 wilensky osteomyelitis its pathogenesis symptomatology and
treatment new york macmillan 1934 p 189
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when 1I was five years old or thereabouts 1I was attacked with the
typhus fever and at one time during my sickness my father dis

paired of my life the doctors broke the fever after which it settled
under my shoulder and dr parker called it a sprained shoulder and
anointed it with bone ointment and freely applied the hot shovel
when it proved to be a swelling under the arm which was opened
and discharged freely after which the disease removed and descended into my left leg and ancle and terminated in a fever sore
of the worst kind and I1 endured the most acute suffering for a
long time under the care of drs smith stone and perkins of hanover at one time eleven doctors came from dartmouth medical
college at hanover new hampshire for the purpose of amputation but young as 1I was 1I utterly refused to give my assent to the
operation but consented to their trying an experiment by removing
a large portion of the bone from my left leg which they did and
fourteen additional pieces of bone afterwards worked out before
my leg healed during which time I1 was reduced so very low
that my mother could carry me with ease 4

to

our knowledge these are the only two accounts of joseph s
surgery 5 this brief account however identifies three physicians
who provided care and reveals that eleven doctors came from dartmouth medical college to assist with the surgery 6 mr kenneth C
cramer archivist baker memorial library dartmouth college
suggested that for time and circumstance smith and perkins might
have been nathan smith and cyrus perkins both of dartmouth
medical school and partners in medical practice 7 although there
were no operative notes or patient records the mention of smith
and perkins together with the eleven medical students who carried
out an operation for osteomyelitis solidly identifies nathan smith
as a contributor to young joseph s surgical care it was nathan
smith who years before had developed the techniques of drilling
sawing and removing dead bone in cases of osteomyelitis thus
preventing the unnecessary amputation of extremities
it should be of interest to members of the church of jesus

al

joseph smith manuscript history of the church book A 1l note C p 131
church historian s office the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah the manuscript history was dictated by joseph smith in 18381839
1838 1839
the original is in the handwriting of willard richards church historian during the
and has
1850s leonard J arrington to leroy S wirthlin 15 november 1976
been reprinted in reed C durham joseph smiths own story of a serious childhood
illness BYU studies 10
82
1970 480
48082
io summer 197048082
1970480
leonard J arrington to leroy S wirthlin 15 november 1976
the majority of the eleven doctors would have been medical students at
dartmouth as there were only two doctors on the staff at the time dr nathan smith
and dr cyrus perkins lucy smith reported that there were seven physicians draft
manuscript for the biographical sketches church archives
marry
tarry
larry C porter A study of the origins of the church of jesus christ of
phd diss
1831
latter day saints in the states of new york and pennsylvania 1816
18161831
brigham young university 1971 p 28
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lather day saints to learn that dr nathan smith was the
christ of latter
only physician in the united states at the time who had the vision
knowledge and necessary surgical experience to deal successfully
with joseph smith s medical problems the purpose of this paper
is to present a sketch of nathan smith s professional life which
will illuminate the accounts we have of joseph smith s boyhood
illness and surgical treatment
nathan smith was one of new england s finest physicians
surgeons and medical educators he founded dartmouth medical
school and participated in the founding of yale and bowdoin medical schools his published works practical essay on typhous fever
and observation on the pathology and treatment of necrosis s the
former dealing with the recognition and treatment of typhoid fever
and the latter concerning the surgical treatment of osteomyelitis
were the first substantial american contributions to the understanding and rational treatment of these disorders both works remain
classics in medical literature during his dartmouth years nathan
smith wrote little as an extremely busy physician and teacher he
had no time for personal journals or histories the information we
oik is gleaned from lecture notes recorded verbatim
have on his ork
work
aik
by medical students at dartmouth and later at yale medical school
from letters to forn
former
fornier
fronii correspondence to his lawyer
fron
ler students from
ier
from letters of students to their
ihen families and from his daily account
then
led
ledgers
aers A great deal of research and compilation of material concerning the life of nathan smith has been done by oliver S hayward A D who has written extensively on smith s life and medical contributions 10 although a biography is now in progress no
definitive biography has yet been published
ne york E bliss and E
nathan smith practical essay on typhous fever new
&

white 1824

nathan smith

observations on the pathology and treatment of
oiiinal
gri
necrosis philadelphia monthly journal
11 19
ilig
ort
ap illg
oii inal of medicine and surgery 1827 pp
1119
66 75 reprinted in nathan smith medical and surgical nemons
memoirs baltimore william
6675
A francis 18311
pp
ap 97121
1831
1851
97 121
18511
this material is located in the archives of dartmouth library and yale medical
school
american pioneer
oliver S hayward dr nathan smith 1762
1829
17621829
new england journal of medicine 261 3 september 1959
A
48994
94 hayward
195948994
udi of the history of medicine and allied
nal
search for the real nathan smith journal
join ual
profes
ard two nineteenth
81 haym
sciences 35 july 196026881
1960 26881
N
neteenth century medical probes
hamard
hazard
sors nathan smith and his son ryno bulletin of the school of medicine unive
sity
9 58 hayward
sif
1963
sit
fit of maryland 48 october 19633958
hanard A student of dr nathan
hazard
5 33 59
hayward
connecticut medicine 24 september i960
smith
nathan
196055359
In quir
bulletin of the his
smiths
smiths medical practice or dogmatism versus patient inquiry
rory
260 67 hayward
tory
rard the basis in sydenham rush and
hay ward
fory
lory of medicine 36 1962
jory
196226067
ng
armstrong for nathan
annals of internal
teaching
Int einal medicine 56 february
inf
nath m smiths
smiths teach
hayward
oliver
1829
1962 543
343
545 48 mather cleveland and olier
nathan smith 1762
17621829
oller S hamard
196234348
hazard
jouinal
amputations journal
1961 1246
on imputations
lournal of bone and joint surgery 43 A december 19611246
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1959489
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nathan smiths early life he was born in
rehoboth massachusetts in 1762 and grew up in chester vermont

little

is known of

he

acquired an ordinary country education but did not have opportunity to attend college his initial interest in pursuing a medical
career was sparked when he assisted a country physician josiah
goodhue in performing an amputation on the spot he wished
to become apprenticed to this surgeon
the opportunities to obtain an american medical education in
the last quarter of the eighteenth century were limited the usual
method was to apprentice under a practicing physician without a
formal college education with the introduction of american medical schools in the late 1700s one could in addition to the apprenticeship obtain courses in anatomy chemistry and current drug treatment 12 opportunities for hospital and practical clinical experience
were minimal the long periods of medical school study combined
with substantial periods of hospital training characteristic of modern
medical education only evolved during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries there were few physicians prior to the 1800s
who had received training beyond an apprenticeship and there were
only a few hundred physicians in the entire country who had obtained a degree in medicine by 1800 13
before josiah goodhue accepted nathan smith as a pupil he
insisted that the young man should broaden his education under
the training of a reverend whiting of rockingham vermont after
several months study smith returned to dr goodhue for three years
as an apprentice before beginning practice in cornish new hampshire in 1787 after three years of practice and recognbingbis
recognizing his lack
ile
lle
he entered harvard medical school for a
of suitable education lie
course of lectures he graduated with an M B
bachelor of
medicine from harvard in 1790 the school s fifth graduate since
its beginning 14 he then returned to cornish new hampshire and
practiced as a circuit riding country physician and surgeon
when an amputation

was to be performed the news would spread and the village would gather for the event since there were no trained assistants volunteers
from the crowd were called to assist and restrain the patient for the minute or two
11

required for amputation without anesthesia
the first medical school was organized as a department of the university of
philadelphia in 1764 A second medical school was begun in new york at kings
college but was disorganized by the british occupation of the city in 1776 harvard
medical school in cambridge massachusetts established in 1783 was the third
new hampshire
canon in new hampshire
education
carlton P frost medical Edu
medical society centennial anniversary 1791
1891 concord new hampshire republ17911891
ican press association 1891 p 157
T F harrington nathan smith in the harvard medical school A history
lat
new york
1906 ed J G mumford 53 vols
17821906
narrative and documentary 1782
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professor nathan smith by samuel finley breese morse
gift of the medical class of 1828
courtesy of yale university art gallery
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recognizing the poor training of local physicians and the inability of young men in rural new england to attend medical
schools in cambridge new york or philadelphia nathan smith
proposed to the board of trustees of dartmouth college in hanover
lie
ile
he should become
that a medical school should be founded and that lle
dartmouth s fourth professor 15 the board of trustees delayed the
decision and nathan smith left for edinburgh and london where
he broadened his clinical experience by working in hospitals where
medical experience was concentrated he became a member of the
london medical society
after one year he returned with books and equipment to begin
medical lectures in hanover in 1797 dartmouth conferred an honorary degree of master of arts in 1798 A professorship of anatomy
surgery chemistry materia medica and theory and practice was
created and nathan smith began the unbelievable task of singlehandedly teaching all the courses offered by the medical school
which he continued to do for many years A review of notes taken
during these lectures reveal that the courses were not superficially
taught substantial material was presented in all lectures 10 thus at
age thirty five with no college degree
dearee with a seven month course
of study at harvard medical school and with a year s study in
ile established the country s fourth medical school which
lle
he
england lie
has remained organized ever since with only casual assistance he
continued to teach all the courses until 1810 when the new hampshire state legislature agreed to appoint cyrus perkins a former
student of dr smith s as professor of surgery and anatomy dr
oliver wendell holmes who later occupied the chair of anatomy
at dartmouth said of smith s professorial responsibilities that he
aply
occupied not sin
iply a chair but a whole settee of professor
simply
n1 D from dartmouth in 1801
M
ships 17 nathan smith received an iina
and the degree of M D from harvard in 1811 in 1812 lie
ile became
lle
he
president of the new hampshire medical society 18s
1 359
lewis publishing company 1905 1339
339
559 see also alumni roll harvard medical
1559
school 331449
1449
nathan smith to board of trustees dartmouth college 23 august 1796 nathan
libian
smith correspondence dartmouth college library
libiar
deli ered at dartmouth mediJ S goodwin lecture notes taken at dartmouth delivered
cal theater 1812
1813 dartmouth college library
18121813
eu hampshire medical society milford
As quoted in hamilton S putnam jneu
keu
ken
new
nen hampshire cabinet press 1966 p 70
vas founded in 1791 by josiah bartlett
the new hampshire medical society was
goer nor this was the
then president of new hampshire
he was later elected governor
fourth medical society established in the united states josiah bartlett was also a
medical society centenew hampshire
hampshne Al
edical
signer of the declaration of independence new
nial anniversary pp
ap 97104.
97 104
97104
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during his dartmouth years nathan smith was extremely busy

he

received no salary from the college but depended on tuition
from his students and also on his active medical practice for financial support he had none of the conveniences that we now associate
with a modern medical practice no private office no hospitals
with specified care facilities no highly trained medical colleagues
with whom he could confer all patients were seen treated and
operated on in their own homes to accomplish this nathan smith
traveled in a fifty mile radius by horseback with a few instruments
and medications packed in saddlebags A review of his account
ledgers reveals that he saw many patients each day his busy practice
however also afforded medical students opportunities to gain practical experience as there was no hospital in this rural area medical
students followed their professor on his rounds throughout the
countryside often an entire entourage of students would accompany
nathan smith on horseback and assist him in his operations 19 this
arrangement also provided dr smith with reliable surgical assistance ezekiel dodge cushing
gushing wrote to his father in 1809 describing
his schedule as one of nathan smith s medical students
I1 am tired to death and have seen more real service since I1 have
been here than ever I1 did before in attending the lectures I1 find
more than sufficient to employ my whole time I1 have been employed in the lecture room with five others in performing chemical
experiments till three oclock in the morning two thirds of the
time since the lectures have begun
last monday afternoon
the dr was sent for a man that had a burst in which the intestines
had broke through the muscles on the belly
nineteen students
with the dr at their head set out from hanover about four
oclock in the afternoon we stopt
stept twice and arrived at barre about
four 0 clock tuesday morning the operation was performed about
twelve we started from barre at one and arrived at hanover just
at three all the way on horseback next day we had two lectures
1I went to bed early wednesday night but all hands were called
up at ten to go to see a boy that had broke his leg twelve miles off
1I got home about 3 oclock in the morning
friday noon all
hands were called to go with the dr to a boy that had fallen off
20
his horse upon his head the dr thought best to trepan him

the

trips to care for the critically ill were often longer than
fifty miles and several operations might be done onone
on one trip in a
anone
letter to his sister cushing mentioned traveling to operate for
osteomyelitis
hayward A search for the real nathan smith pp
ap 27273
272 73
ezekiel dodge cushing to his father 50
30 october 1809 oughterson collection
yale medical library
325
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have been a journey of ninety five miles up connecticut
river in which 1I saw four operations successfully employed three
of them were the removing a portion of the bones which had
perished in the limb the other which was the most difficult one
that 1I ever saw was what 1I mentioned in my letter home it took
have likewise been to
dr smith above an hour to perform it
your loving brother 21
walpole to see an important operation
1I

there was at least one student who recorded disinterest

in

traveling with a concourse of students in the long tiring rides
cost of horse rentals and the weariness produced by such a strenuous
schedule 22
this schedule continued for years and provided nathan smith
with considerable experience because of his work at dartmouth
he was recognized as an able organizer medical educator physician
and surgeon these talents were attractive to yale university in
new haven connecticut where a new medical school was planned
he was offered the position of the first professor of surgery and
medicine at the newly organized medical school which he accepted
in 1813
he did not leave hanover immediately however one of the
serious matters which prevented his leaving was the great typhoid
fever epidemic which spread through the connecticut river valley
in a letter to professor benjamin silliman of yale university dated
31 march 1813 he commented
according to my promise to dr cogswell 1I intended
to have visited you at new haven last january but before 1I was
ready to set off on my journey we were visited by a very fatal
epidemic and instances of sickness and mortality became so frequent that 1I was afraid to leave my family in such perilous times
four of my children have
and my fears were not groundless
lately been affected by the prevailing epidemic but by the divine
goodness have nearly recovered 1I believe this country has never before been visited by sickness which has carried off so great a number
of adult persons in so short a time in some towns of this vicinity
which contain perhaps from 1000 to 1500 inhabitants they have
buried over fifty persons since the first of last january the disease
has not yet much abated either in its violence or frequency of attack we hear of new cases every day and almost every day brings
me an account of the death of some friend or acquaintance how
long this dreadful calamity will be suffered to afflict us no one

dear sir

2ezekiet
ezekiel dodge cushing to mehetibal cushing undated oughterson collection
yale medical library
hayward A student of nathan smith p 555
553
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can tell but we hope and pray that when the winter is over the
disease will disappear
the winter here has been long and
your obedient servant nathan smith 23
severe

the

disease which swept the connecticut river valley has been
known by several names it was called typhus fever at the time
as the distinction between old world typhus and what we know
as typhoid fever was not well understood in 1838 the first clear
differentiation between the two diseases was made 24 in 1824
nathan smith had published a detailed description of typhoid fever
however he did not distinguish between typhus and typhoid 25
die
dle disease and
this paper is one of the best early accounts of the
stands as a classic of american medical writing 26 his great experience
peri ence was due to the prevalence of typhoid fever along the

connecticut river valley 27
this same epidemic of typhoid fever struck the home of joseph
nathan smith to professor benjamin silliman 31 march 1813 as cited in
emily A smith the life and letters of nathan smith M R M D new haven
yale university press 1914 pp
ap 85
86
8586
thomas mccrae typhoid fever modern medicine its theory and practice
ed william osier
osler 4 vols philadelphia lea bros and co 1907 274
smith typhous fever
nathan smiths greatest contribution to the management of typhoid fever was
2

his rational approach to treating a disorder he could not alter he wrote indeed
during the whole course of my practice I1 have never been satisfied that I1 have
cut short a single case of typhus that I1 knew to be such nor have I1 seen a solitary insmith
stance of its having terminated within fourteen days from its first attack
typhous fever p 45 he taught that one would cause great mischief by using current treatment programs benjamin rush a great early american medical educator
in philadelphia taught that vigorous bleeding should be used smith wrote so far
as I1 can judge from my experience bleeding does not generally produce any conibid p 52
sid
siderable
erable change in this disease
he taught in fact 1I feel well convinced that all powerful remedies and measures adopted in the early stages of typhous
fever are very liable to harm and those patients who are treated with them in the
ibid p 48
beginning do not hold out so well in the latter stages of the disease
it does not follow because we have no expectation of arresting the disease that we
ibid p 46
are to neglect doing anything
his teaching would be influential in new england at least lucy mack smith did
not record that any of her children were bled during their bout with typhoid fever
mpr
2pr
prior
or to 1910 typhoid fever was very prevalent in the united states estimates
varied but it was thought that 35000 people died of the disease each year with an
estimated 350000 total number who recovered typhoid fever was the great killer
of soldiers before world war 1I in the civil war there were 80000 cases of typhoid
typhoid fever is a
on troops with a mortality rate of 37
fever among the un
union
febrile illness of several weeks duration caused by infection with salmonella ty phosa
from the intestinal tract fecal discharge of one
the infecting bacteria are transferred great
epidemics raged because of contaminated
person to the mouth of another
water milk and other food supplies the epidemiology was discovered between 18501875 sanitation efforts were improved and in 1910 prophylactic vaccination was begun with a wide scale vaccination program and improved sanitation the disease
mccrae
see Alc
77
ap 71
the
nic Crae typhoid fever pp
7177
became less common after 1910
chloramphenicol brought about a change in the duration
dhloramphenical
discovery of the antibiotic chloramphenical
and prognosis of the disease
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smith his mother records that all the children in the family suffered the disease 28
joseph smith developed typhoid fever and recovered during the
convalescence he developed pain in the arm and shoulder region
convalesence
from an abscess under his arm this was wrongly diagnosed but
when it became large enough and fairly obvious a dr parker
drained a quart of purulent material from the collection shortly
121
29
thereafter joseph developed a fever sore 131
in the left leg prior to
antibiotics both soft tissue abscesses and osteomyelitis were not
10
uncommon
uncomon complications of typhoid fever 30
joseph developed what
we now call an acute hematogenous osteomyelitis or an acute bone
infection caused by seeding of bacteria into the bone via the blood
stream to appreciate what joseph smith experienced and to understand the unusual contribution to the treatment of osteomyelitis
made by dr nathan smith it is necessary to explain at least in a
general way the changes that occur with acute osteomyelitis in the
long bones of the lower leg and to briefly review the history of the
treatment of this disorder
bacteria reach the interior of the bone through the nutrient
artery principal artery to the bone and through other vascular
channels surrounding the membranous covering of the bone periosteum
with bacteria in the shaft of the bone and under the
eurn a process of abscess formation and suppuration breakperiost
periosteum
down of tissue with the formation of pus begins the purulent
material pus builds up pressure within the bone and under the
periosteum causing severe pain if contained under the periosteum
the purulent material may break through and enter the soft tissues
and finally dissect its way to and through the skin forming a
chronically draining0 sore if the afflicted person survives the acute
stages of the disease 31 with the development of suppuration a
second process bone death or necrosis occurs As the circulation
of the bone is compromised by the buildup of pressure within the
bone and for other reasons death of rather long segments of bone
60 61 we are not sure of the exact date
ap 6061
smith biographical sketches pp

as there were typhoid epidemics in 1812 and in 1813 nathan smith recorded that
he and his partner cyrus perkins treated fifty cases of typhoid in hanover in the
see nathan
autumn of 1812 however the epidemic of 1813 was of a larger scale
smith typhous fever p 53.
55
53
A colloquial term in new england at the time for the local signs and symptoms
of osteomyel
osteomyelitis
tis
mccrae typhoid fever pp
67 169 see also wilensky osteomyelitis
ap 166
16667
67
pp 262
ap
26267
31
there are no accurate figures for the mortality rate of osteomyelitis in the early
2 26
1800s however in the preantibiotic era of the 1900s mortality varied from 226
see wilensky osteomyelitis p 237.
237
257
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the separation

of the dead bone sequestration begins when
attachments to the living ends are interrupted in the presence of
infection the dead bone sequestrum stimulates the formation
of new bone involucrum which envelopes the dead fragments
so that the end result is a segment of dead bone entrapped and
enveloped by a cylinder of new bone A portion of dead bone might
penetrate the surrounding new bone and work its way to the surface through the skin causing a chronically draining discharge that
may persist for years
since hippocrates and until the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries the treatment of osteomyelitis consisted of applying poultices and other preparations to the diseased part to reduce inflam12
mation 32
when a fragment of bone presented itself through the
skin it was merely plucked out 33 sir benjamin brodie of london
whose work was published in 1832 is usually given credit for the
first drilling of long bones of the leg to drain a bone abscess34
abscess34 however william heys of leeds england published an account of his
experience which began in 1786 with the direct surgery for osteomyelitis in three patients and was able to save the extremity in each
case 33 this involved drilling sawing and removing bony fragments
that were infected and dead these attempts however were unknown in general and specifically unknown to dr nathan smith
who began independently and aggressively to operate for osteomyelitis in 1798 and perhaps had greater experience than the two
english surgeons as this disorder was so common in early new
england
occurs

12

A poultice was a hot moist mass of Ilinseed bread mustard or soap and oil
between two p ieces
feces of muslin applied to the skin to relieve pain and inflammation
poultices were of all sorts
hippocrates also taught that free lying bony particles could simply be removed a concept that continued to be taught through the middle ages and up to the
eighteenth century see edgar M bick orthopedic surgery before the 19th century
new york hafner 1968 p
oithopaedics nev
the middle ages in source book of orthopaedics
33 the simple removal of loose bone presenting at the skin surface is to be disany dead fragtinguished from the operative exposure of bone drilling and removing an
ments a technique which was to come later
34
benjamin C brodie an account of some cases of chronic abscess of the
ical transactions 17 1832 23949
chirurgical
chnuigical
239 49
tibia medico Chirurg
abscess in the tibia with caries in practical observations ill
william heys
in
hes
surgery
surga
surge
pp 2225
22 25 his instructions to his
philadelphia james humphreys 1805 ap
nothing more remained to be done
shou id be mentioned
first patient in 1786 should
which could afford a rational hope of curing this disease except amputation of the
caries and to relimb or a bold attempt to explore fully the extent of the internal carles
r
the case fully to m y patient who submove the diseased part of the bone I1 explained
1I was
satisfied that she would not reproach
mitted entirely to my judgment
me on account of my ineffectual endeavors to preserve her limb if my attempt to
24
ibid ap
pp 23
2324
remove the diseased part of the bone should prove unsuccessful
this same rationale would be used in joseph smiths case
1

329
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smith s work is classic in the history of treatment of osteomyelitis
as he was generations ahead of his time amputation continued to
be the general method of late treatment until 1874 when principles
described clearly by sm
ith in 1827 were independently rediscovered
smith
and applied 336 however it was not until after the first world war
that the treatment became standardized throughout the modern
medical world 37 prior to antibiotics the overall prognosis even in
31
the twentieth century was poor 38
nathan smiths clear understanding of the pathology of osteomyelitis and the principles of treatment are illustrated in lecture
notes taken verbatim by a student J S goodwin at dartmouth in
1812
necrosis ie osteomyelitis
this is a disease of considerable
importance but surgical writers have said little about it bell in
his treatise on ulcers says a little but it amounts to nothing when
matter is found within the bone it should be punctured with a
39 a little below the center so
trephine39
that the matter may be distrephine
charged sometimes it is punctured with a common perforating instrument with a point when this is used there should be a number
of holes made that it may discharge freely
nature begins to
form new bone which generally surrounds the decaying part the
dead bone is sometimes thrown out by the surgeon keeping the
wound open
the new formed bone is much larger than the
original and confined both ends of the dead part within its walls
in this case the dead bone should be cut with a trephine or heys
saw in the middle and extracted with a pair of common forceps
sometimes the new bone may be cut with either of these instruments or a pair of strong cutting forceps there is scarcely any
case where the affected part may not be removed by the surgeon
if he be skillful except in the bones of the hands and the feet
in the thigh or the leg the dead bone may be easily removed much
perseverance is required in this disease when the bone of any
limb be removed the limb should be kept in proper situation that
it may not be deformed some regard to time in this operation
should be observed for instance in the thigh the operation should
not be performed until new bone is formed in order that the limb
the operation should not be
may be kept in its proper length
wilensky osteomyelitis p 189
ap 22325
bick source book of orthopaedics pp
223 25
E T crossan hematogenous osteomyelitis collective review of the literature
from 1932 to 1937 surgery gynecology and obstetrics international abstracts 66

1958176
1938 176 he writes the survey of the literature on acute hematogenous osteomye1938176
is the only fact eslitis from january 1932 to june 1937 established one fact and it Is
tablished clearly namely the disease has a poor prognosis
the course of acute
hematogenous osteomyelitis was to change radically with the discovery and use of systemic antibiotics
A trephine is a small cylindrical saw used to cut a circular piece of bone
usually from the skull
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deferred until the bone rots away for in this case the patient
generally becomes a cripple the remainder of his day by operating
in the right time a small piece being taken out it generally saves
the loss of a large portion 40

smith gave more detailed advice in his published paper
respecting the operation the cases which occur are so peculiar
and require such different methods that nothing more than general directions can be given
the object however in every case
is the same that is to remove a piece of dead bone which has
become a foreign body as it relates to the living
the instruments which may be wanted in this operation are a
probe knife round saw and one or more of heys saws several
when we
pair of strong forceps and a pair of cutting forceps
undertake this operation we should be provided with all the innamed as we cannot always forsee at the commencement
st
struments
of the operation what instruments we shall need before it is
finished

41

nathan smith comments on his

success

when 1I first began to perform operations of this kind 1I was under
the apprehension lest so much bruising and handling of the
soft parts as is sometimes necessary to dislodge a large sequestra
unfavorably situated might be followed with bad consequences and
some of these operations have been most laborious and tedious to
myself and the patient which 1I have ever performed yet 1I have
never known any untoward circumstances to follow such operations
of which 1I have performed a great many 42

that he was

successful was also further attested by his insistence
that amputation was unnecessary in every notebook of class lectures
reviewed nathan smith taught that amputation was to be avoided
A student recorded
in the beginning 1I mentioned necrosis ie osteomyelitis as
a disease which frequently was the cause of amputation true it
is a lamentable fact this is the cause of many limbs being taken
off when in all cases there is hardly need of a single operation
of this kind when the surgeon understands the use of medicine
when a piece of bone is dead or matter is within the bone I1 have
described what is to be done in a previous lecture

43

in another set of notes further condemnation of amputation
for osteomyelitis is stressed
goodwin lecture notes p 58
smith treatment of necrosis
21
ap 120
ibid pp
12021
goodwin lecture notes p 71

in

medical and surgical memoirs pp
imm
ap 11819
lmh
118
lib 19
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is not an uncommon thing for some surgeons to amputate for
necrosis or fever sore
when this is absolutely necessary it
acknowledges ignorance or bad practice in the former treatment
be cured by the modem
as they can most always becured
modern mode of practice 44
secured

it

in his published work nathan smith described the various stages
of osteomyelitis and gave clear instructions in how to handle each
combination of difficulties 4 5 he wrote with the authority of one
having had significant experience we do not know what his amputation rate was but it must have been low subsequent amputation
for failure is not mentioned in his lectures or his published writings
from letters of medical students we know that nathan smith was
invited to amputate seriously affected legs but when other methods
could be employed amputation was unnecessary in a letter to his
father a medical student at dartmouth college wrote 1 I went to
concord with doci smith and upward of twenty of his students
to see a limb taken off but when he got there he concluded that
46
he could cure it without taking off the limb
little is said of the aftercare of the wound he recommended
that one treat it as a simple wound with dressings making certain
that the skin edges did not heal until the wound healed from
below 447 on occasion he prescribed an irrigant solution if the drainage were foul apparently there were few problems with an open
wound containing exposed bone which was certainly not the case
for future generation of surgeons 48 that he was able to carry out
the procedure and the postoperative care without antiseptic operative techniques and without broad spectrum antibiotic coverage is
truly a marvel
such was the care that joseph smith received he developed
notes taken from dr smith s lectures 1815 author unknown p 59 dartmouth
college library
ap 112
15
smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs pp
11215
alexander boyd to william boyd 26 november 1810 dartmouth college
library
smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs p 120
when surgeons after 1870 discovered again the fact that necrotic bone should

there were considerable differences of opinion as to how the
wound should be treated and a great volume of literature concerning this was produced up to the 1930s wounds were kept open closed under plaster casts irrigated
with chemicals scraped in the depths of the wound and bone cavities not scraped
1920 1930 there was even a great fad for purposefully placing
in the period between 19201930
maggots in the wound as maggots were found to generally keep such wounds clean
see bick source book of orthopaedics pp
226 27 techniques to cover open wounds
ap 22627
with skin grafting were developed and the techniques of wound closure were finally
II that nathan smiths patients were kept at home
standardized after world war 11
and not in hospitals where cross contamination of the wounds might occur as well as
the fact that few persons dressed the wounds undoubtedly contributed to the successful
result
be removed surgically
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osteomyelitis following the drainage of an abscess during his recupe ration from typhoid fever his mothers account states that his
cuperation
leg began to swell and caused great pain for two weeks or more
finally after a good three weeks a surgeon was called 49 the
surgeon incised the left leg from knee to ankle through the soft
tissues 50 joseph experienced great pain during these several weeks
as the wound healed and underlying pressure from undrained purulent material increased the surgeon was aga
again
in called and a second
incision was made this time down to bone perhaps through the
periosteum
nathan smith taught that perhaps in the very early stages such
an incision as joseph received might be enough but nathan smith
made it clear that by the time he was usually called there was always suppuration so that he never had the opportunity to test this
idea in his practice 51 he explained however that it was possible
to treat this condition early without loss of bone

the

second stage of this disease when matter is formed between the periosteum and the bone still admits cure
care without any
loss of bone if in this stage of the disease an incision is made
through the soft parts and the periosteum be divided as far as
it is separated from the bone and a portion of the bone be cut
out with a saw or several perforations be made in the bone which
has been denuded down to medullary substance so as to allow the
matter collected between that substance and the walls of the bone
to escape the necrosis or death of bone will be prevented by this
mode of treatment 1I have succeeded perfectly in arresting the further progress of the disease in the bone and the patient has recovered without loss of any portion of it 52

joseph
during the second attempt on josephs

leg an incision was
made down to bone but the bone was not removed or perforated
to allow the egress of pus and bone death occurred obviously
nathan smith did not perform either of these procedures As joseph
wracked with pain a surgical consultation
became worse and was cracked
council of surgeons
was obtained
dr stone was mentioned
by joseph s mother as being the principal surgeon up to this point 53
s

41

62 63
ap 6263
smith biographical sketches pp
this would have been directly over the tibia common site for osteomyelitis
treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs pp
smith
12
ap 111
11112
nathan smith lamented that he was never called early persons often prefer their
family physician although ignorant of surgery and therefore a surgeon is not usually
called till the bone is dead and there is foreign matter in the place of it
samuel
farnsworth lecture notes 20 october 1812 dartmouth college library
smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs pp
14
ap 113
11314
smith biographical sketches p 64
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although stone

is not further identified it is probable

that he had

studied under nathan smith at dartmouth as the two procedures
performed suggest familiarity with smith s teachings although they
were timidly and inadequately applied
it is likely that stone contacted dr smith and explained that
his treatment was getting nowhere the disease was advanced and
imputations were not
that an amputation would be necessary amputations
numerous and this might be a good opportunity to teach young
doctors nathan smith excelled in his techniques of amputation
area however he was
and practiced modern concepts also in this area54
prepared to deal with whatever situation he found in joseph smith s
home
thus nathan smith professor and founder of dartmouth medical school graduate of harvard medical school president of the
new hampshire medical society newly appointed professor at
yale and the busiest physician with perhaps the largest practice in
new england saddled up with his partner cyrus perkins and their
cavalry of medical students and rode the five miles from hanover
to lebanon and the humble smith residence joseph s mother later
recalled their conversation as follows
gentlemen what can you do to save my boys leg
they answered we can do nothing we have cut it open to the bone and
find it so affected that we consider his leg incurable and that
amputation is absolutely necessary in order to save his life 55

exact conversations are poorly remembered thirty years later
but there is little question that an amputation was suggested as the
situation may have indeed seemed hopeless this may have been
stressed however to obtain permission or informed consent to
carry out an alternate procedure for which there was no known
precedent in medical teaching at that time in this sense they obtained permission to carry out an experimental operation 56 joseph
smith recalled
1246 54
imputations pp
ap 124654
cleveland and hayward nathan smith on amputations
smith biographical sketches p 63
medical litigation was not as common in 1813 as it is now however it did
exist as nathan smith was called to testify in defense of other physicians see hay75
from reading josephs
ap 274
27475
ward A search for the real nathan smith pp
mother s account one might think that she originated the operation as she remembers
and by this
can you not by cutting around the bone take out the diseased part
see smith biographical sketches p 64.
64
she was
means you will save his leg
certainly aware that this operation was being done as it was common enough along
the connecticut river valley and she may have known of good results it is of course
better to have the patient or family suggest the experimental procedure rather than
the surgeon insist on its being done
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but young

as 1I was 1I entirely refused to give my assent to the

operation ie amputation but consented to their trying an experi ment by removing a large portion of the bone from my left
periment
57
leg which they did

there were no anesthetics for the procedure the operation was
carried out on an awake young man restrained by his father 58
joseph s mother provided a vivid description of the operation

the surgeons

commenced operating by boring into the bone of his
leg first on the one side of the bone where it was affected then on
the other side after which they broke it off with a pair of forceps
or pincers they thus took away large pieces of the bone
joseph immediately commenced getting better and from this onward continued to mend until he became strong and healthy 59

we

do not know who performed the surgery perhaps nathan
smith guided the hands of dr stone but more likely he did the
operation himself as the operation was as aggressive in degree as
the two previous attempts had been timid the procedure as described by the mother and son did however follow the teachings
and principles laid down by nathan smith and indeed it was
successful
how do we know that smith and perkins mentioned by joseph
were the nathan smith and cyrus perkins of dartmouth medical
school there were no journals or patient files there were no operative notes operative logs or daily listings of operations or other
services what was recorded was the service and the professional
fee rendered if no fee was rendered there would not have been a
record of the service 60 careful search of the smith and perkins day

al

smith manuscript history of the church A 1l p 131
the sawing of bone and the drilling of bone was not painful in itself however
the dislodgement of the fragments with ends attached to living tissue produced acute
pain william heys commented on this pain in his first patient the pain was so
great during this operation of nature ie development of osteomyelitis that my
patient assured me
that she had suffered more pain during the whole of the six
weeks
than I1 had caused during the operation necessary for removing the unsound
bone
see william heys abscess in the tibia with caries
p 25
smith biographical sketches p 65 lucy smith did not view the procedure
as she was repeatedly excused from the room however the details she records are
highly accurate perhaps the description of the procedure presented by the surgeon
or perhaps communicated by joseph s father who restrained the boy during the operation was detailed enough to be branded into her memory
gushing to his father dated 50
30 october 1809 menthe letter of ezekiel dodge cushing
tioned three medical events an operation for hernia in barre vermont treatment
of a broken leg in a young boy and an operation for trepanning in another young boy
smiths ledger of 1809 contains a fee for two of the three operations a fee for 25
for the hernia to a mr parker of barre vermont 23 october 1809 and a fee of 20
to samuel brown for trepanning his boy 27 october 1809
there was no fee for
the treatment of the broken leg and hence no mention of it in his ledger see account
ledger of nathan smith 1809 p 185 dartmouth college library
nathan smiths
fee for surgery for osteomyelitis was 11
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books and ledgers from 1811 through 1814 did not reveal a fee for
the service recorded by joseph smith and hence no listing of the
service 61
the identification by joseph smith of a dr smith and a dr
perkins in addition to the reporting of other doctors from dartmouth medical school leaves little doubt as to the identity of the
physicians involved in addition there was not another surgeon
in new england who traveled with a concourse of medical students
finally the operation described by both joseph and his mother is
as good as a signature to an operative note as this was an operation
developed and perfected by nathan smith
joseph smith s wounds gradually healed and his ordeal came
to an end following proper treatment joseph however continued
to walk on crutches for three years and walked with a limp during
his adult life when sickness finally left the smith home joseph
smiths family moved to norwich vermont
in the fall of 1813 following the typhoid epidemic nathan
smith moved to new haven connecticut and accepted his appointment as professor of medicine surgery and obstetrics at the yale
medical school he continued however to give lectures at dartmouth until 1816 in 1817 he moved his family to new haven
connecticut where a tenth child was born in 1821 a medical school
at bowdoin college in maine was opened with nathan smith
consulting in the development of the school and giving the bulk
of the medical lectures his son nathan ryno smith had in the
meanwhile become a physician and was appointed professor of
surgery and anatomy at the new medical department of the university of vermont in burlington nathan smith also gave lectures
in this school he continued an active career as a surgeon lecturer
and writer until his death in 1828 in new haven
much more could be said about his life he was an expert in
many areas of surgery and medicine a master surgeon there were
few his equal in early america his influence was felt throughout

new england
services to a mr sm
ith father of joseph
smith
1812 1813 p 184 there begins on
smith in the daybook of smith and perkins 18121813
2 april 1913 a listing of fees to a mr smith father of joseph smith of this town
this would refer to a joseph smith of hanover and not lebanon the daybook november 1812 through may 1815 lists nine visits to a joseph smith beginning in
april of 1813 joseph smith was certainly a common name in new england the
1810 census of hanover grafton county new hampshire lists two joseph smiths
day books
it is probable that the joseph smith mentioned in the smith and perkins daybooks
was not the same joseph smith of lebanon new hampshire

ho weer of
there were listings however
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william henry welch in commenting on nathan smith

s

role

at yale medical school wrote the following
dr nathan smith when he came to new haven from dartmouth

was already a star of the first magnitude in the medical firmament
nathan smith shed undying glory upon the yale medical
school famous in his day and generation he is still more famous
today for he was far ahead of his times and his reputation unlike
that of so many medical worthies in the past has steadily increased as the medical profession has slowly caught up with him
we now see that he did more for the general advancement of medical and surgical practice than any of his predecessors or contemaries in this country he was a man of high intellectual and
poraries
por
moral qualities of great originality and untiring energy an accurate and keen observer unfettered by traditions and theory
fearless and above all blessed with an uncommon fund of plain
162
62
common sense 662

for members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

it is important to realize that joseph smith received treatment that
was generations ahead of current practice and was attended to on
at least one occasion by the most highly trained and experienced
the only physician
thegnly
physician in northern new england who was also theonly
in the united states who aggressively and successfully operated for
osteomyelitis and thereby prevented amputation thus joseph received the best of care that was available for many years to come
from a giant of a man who lived taught and practiced in hanover
new hampshire only a few miles from joseph smith s home
william henry welch the relation of yale to medicine address at the two
hundredth anniversary of the founding of yale 21 october 1901 cited in harrington
349
1549
the harvard medical school 11349
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